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PhD Students: Writing an NSF application
9 SEP 2012

Judging from the average application I have seen (and their ugly cousin: the PhD application

letter), more students could benefit from advice. I have six key pieces, primarily for students

applying for the Graduate Research Fellowship.

This is the one where you have to be a US resident or citizen, and applying or just admitted

to a PhD program. Not American? As it happens, I followed the same principles writing my

application years ago to the Canadian equivalent, and I think the advice applies. Already at

the dissertation stage? I’ll point out where the advice applies to dissertation improvement

grants and even the big faculty grants too.

1. The most important thing is to show that you can ask and answer a clear research ques-

tion. It means actually stating a clear question, showing how it fits into the literature and

field, describing a coherent methodology, and hypothesizing results. This sounds obvious,

but is still rare. Remember: the “S” in NSF stands for science. If needed, go back to your

grade 9 description of the scientific method. It is a timeless guide.

2. The next most important thing: your research question should be compelling. By com-

pelling I mean that someone in another area of your discipline can (a) understand it, and (b)

find it interesting and important. Link it to big questions in the discipline, and to the public
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interest as well. Avoid esoteric topics, or at least describe them in a way your classmates in

other fields can understand. This goes especially for basic and theoretical research, where

the link is seldom obvious to non-specialists.

Note that neither #1 nor #2 were “Write what you think you will work on”. Chances are you

don’t actually know what you want to work on yet. It will probably change five times be-

tween now and your dissertation. Writing something clear and compelling is more important.

Therefore:

3. Write about the question and study where you can outline the clearest, most complete re-

search program, one that will be the most compelling to a non-specialist.

This would never apply to a faculty research grant or a dissertation improvement grant,

when sticking to your proposal is essential. For doctoral fellowships, the proposal is no more

binding than a PhD application letter (which we all know bears little relationship with reality).

We assume you don’t know what you want to work on. At most you will stick with your sub-

field. As in a PhD application letter, I think the NSF is interested in whether you are capable

describe a coherent, interesting and ambitious research project. So do so.

4. Discuss your proposal with advisors (note the plural), several weeks or months in ad-

vance. Try to get at least one to read a draft and your revision. You should do the same with

fellow students.

5. Revise, revise, revise. Drafts need to marinate in their mediocrity for a week before their

flaws become apparent to you. Explaining your proposal out loud helps the process. This is a

general principle that applies to all writing.

6. Please, do not describe a transformational personal experience. To be shunned at all

costs: revelations in poor countries; childhood dreams; inspirational words from elderly peo-

ple; books that changed your life. Even if true, it is tired and corny. Think of a personal state-

ment as a CV in prose, one that links your experience to your ability to execute the project.

Not a History channel biography.

Added or dissenting advice from other faculty and graduate students welcome.
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1. @TimHarford (http://twitter.com/TimHarford)

View (https://twitter.com/TimHarford/status/244880448512212993) September 9,

2012 (http://chrisblattman.com/2012/09/09/phd-students-writing-an-nsf-

application/#comment-37744)

@cblatts An NSFW application, shurely?
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2. @smsaideman (http://twitter.com/smsaideman)

View (https://twitter.com/smsaideman/status/244881378515238913) September 9,

2012 (http://chrisblattman.com/2012/09/09/phd-students-writing-an-nsf-

application/#comment-37746)

good advice for heaps of folks, not just NSF apps RT @cblatts: PhD Students: Writing

an NSF application http://t.co/ehngRT55 (http://t.co/ehngRT55)

 (https://twitter.com/hilango/status/244881432286228480)

3. @hilango (http://twitter.com/hilango)

View (https://twitter.com/hilango/status/244882030905655297) September 9, 2012

(http://chrisblattman.com/2012/09/09/phd-students-writing-an-nsf-

application/#comment-37743)

@cblatts Some good advice, though I have heard contradicting advice for PhD app on

“personal” part, esp creating narrative of your career.

4. Dan

View September 9, 2012 (http://chrisblattman.com/2012/09/09/phd-students-

writing-an-nsf-application/#comment-37735)

This seems like good, first-order advice. I’m an econ phd student; I’ve applied twice for

NSF GRFP, once successfully. One thing I might add is that the NSF seems to care a lot

about the “broader impact” of your proposal. I don’t totally understand what that

means, but I interpret it as “what’s the social value of your project?” meaning why would

non-economists care. It seems to me that the application should also make clear the

answer to that question. I don’t know that this is the most important part of the applica-

tion, and I’m curious if the instructions to reviewers mention it?

5. Chris Blattman (http://chrisblattman.com/)
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writing-an-nsf-application/#comment-37736)
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Yes, I think this is primary. I meant to emphasize this in point #2, but perhaps it did not

come out enough. Public interest and social is essential to broader impact, which is es-

sential to distinguish your application.

6. @sharanjit (http://twitter.com/sharanjit)

View (https://twitter.com/sharanjit/status/244891420043923456) September 9,

2012 (http://chrisblattman.com/2012/09/09/phd-students-writing-an-nsf-

application/#comment-37747)

MT @cblatts “Drafts need to marinate in their mediocrity for a week before their flaws

begin to smell.” http://t.co/T4BJ5VcQ (http://t.co/T4BJ5VcQ)

7. @gruenatodes (http://twitter.com/gruenatodes)

View (https://twitter.com/gruenatodes/status/244914367328567296) September 9,

2012 (http://chrisblattman.com/2012/09/09/phd-students-writing-an-nsf-

application/#comment-37756)

@cblatts Have well-defined&important question. Well-defined is well-defined. Impor-

tant is not so well-defined but still important (D.Corbae)

8. @REDDheadings (http://twitter.com/REDDheadings)

View (https://twitter.com/REDDheadings/status/244944099772342272) September

9, 2012 (http://chrisblattman.com/2012/09/09/phd-students-writing-an-nsf-

application/#comment-37759)

On application writing: `Please, do not describe a transformational personal experience’

http://t.co/N00cUYN1 (http://t.co/N00cUYN1) (cc @anucrawfordphd )

9. @franciscome (http://twitter.com/franciscome)

View (https://twitter.com/franciscome/status/244959086771318784) September 9,

2012 (http://chrisblattman.com/2012/09/09/phd-students-writing-an-nsf-

application/#comment-37767)
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Must read RT @cblatts PhD Students: Writing an NSF application http://t.co/yfzKFloP

(http://t.co/yfzKFloP)

10. @foodresilience (http://twitter.com/foodresilience)

View (https://twitter.com/foodresilience/status/244963030050418691) September

9, 2012 (http://chrisblattman.com/2012/09/09/phd-students-writing-an-nsf-

application/#comment-37766)

Timely, as my first deadline approaches all too fast http://t.co/5avWIxPJ

(http://t.co/5avWIxPJ)

11. Sabrina Karim (http://userwww.service.emory.edu/~skarim4/)

View September 9, 2012 (http://chrisblattman.com/2012/09/09/phd-students-

writing-an-nsf-application/#comment-37760)

I would add- to make sure that proposal follows the criteria for which the NSF states

the proposals will be evaluated and to propose something feasible.

12. @JessicaLLucas (http://twitter.com/JessicaLLucas)

View (https://twitter.com/JessicaLLucas/status/245067699116449793) September

10, 2012 (http://chrisblattman.com/2012/09/09/phd-students-writing-an-nsf-

application/#comment-37789)

great advice from @cblatts PhD Students: Writing an NSF application

http://t.co/TmSMBX9S (http://t.co/TmSMBX9S)

13. @firoozye (http://twitter.com/firoozye)

View (https://twitter.com/firoozye/status/245088244738445313) September 10,

2012 (http://chrisblattman.com/2012/09/09/phd-students-writing-an-nsf-

application/#comment-37788)
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Writing advice: “Drafts need to marinate in their mediocrity for a week before they

flaws begin to smell”. http://t.co/04AdIg6w (http://t.co/04AdIg6w)
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I’m an Assistant Professor of Political Science & International and Public Affairs at Columbia University. I

use field work and statistics to study poverty, political participation, the causes and consequences of

violence, and policy in developing countries. [Read more] (/about/)
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2012: Forecasting local-level conflict in Liberia (https://www.poverty-action.org/sites/default/files/liberiaearlywarning-
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